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Room for Life
These architecturally designed structures combine innovative styling with the natural beauty
of wood and glass. The Ying and Yang of traditional materials with sophisticated technology
ensures comfortable, well-insulated and light-filled spaces. From the outside, contemporary
lines sit beautifully within their natural surroundings. Inside, they can be anything you wish.
For some, a calm retreat or home office; for others, a gym, a studio or a playroom.
Every Garden Escape is built by an experienced team of technicians, and can be tailored
to suit individual needs. All you have to do is decide where you want it.

Room to Breathe
Finding space to take time out isn’t always possible. The Garden Escape offers
a tranquil environment removed from the hub of the home where you can enjoy
some personal space and ponder upon those important lifestyle changes.
Each Garden Escape is clad in beautiful western red cedar and can be easily
adapted to add privacy or to maximise light and vista.

“To sit in the shade on
a fine day, and look upon
verdure is the most perfect
refreshment.”

Lifestyle

Jane Austen

Room to Succeed
For those seeking a healthy work life balance, a Garden Escape offers
a new way of life - a life without the stress of commuting and all that
it entails. Ideal as a home office or studio, these inspiring and creative
environments make the working day a pleasure, and keep that all-important
demarcation between home and work. Specified to meet today’s
communication technology needs, they can turn the dream of remote
working into a reality.

“Pleasure in the job puts
perfection in the work.”

Office

Aristotle

Room for Improvement
A stroll down the garden can lead to a perfectly toned body and a new
sense of well-being and fitness. A Garden Escape has ample inner space
and light to house a well-equipped gym, just a stone’s throw from home,
yet far removed from the busy household and all it demands. A sanctuary
where you set the pace, and where you can take advantage of views,
daylight and privacy.

“Physical fitness is not only
one of the most important
keys to a healthy body, it is the
basis of dynamic and creative
intellectual activity.”

Gym

John F. Kennedy.

CUBE
Originally designed to offer maximum space and
light within a limited area, the Cube has evolved and
grown to become a stunning addition to any garden.
A room for every season, the Cube offers a light
and airy retreat away from the hustle and bustle of
the house.

Call 0800 917 7726 to arrange a site visit and to see which Garden Escape is right for you.

CURVE
Truly the shape of things to come, the Curve
combines organic contours with sophisticated
features. The ceiling inside curves down to become
the back wall to offer an interior with spectacular
potential. By adding a ‘seedum’ grass covering on
the roof, the Curve can look as if it has grown rather
than been built – a funky and natural addition to the
garden that harmonises with its natural surroundings.

Call 0800 917 7726 to arrange a site visit and to see which Garden Escape is right for you.

CONTEMPORARY
The original Garden Escape building has a sleek,
contemporary exterior and an interior feel similar to
a room in your home. Beautifully proportioned and
available in a variety of sizes, this Garden Escape can
be anything you want it to be.

Call 0800 917 7726 to arrange a site visit and to see which Garden Escape is right for you.

Create your own
Think light and fluidity between inside and outside. Think spectacular views or an
intimate space to reflect and unwind. Whatever your Garden Escape is used for,
you can have input into its design. Choose the position and style of windows and
doors; perhaps specify windows that fold right back. You can even add a bathroom.
It’s entirely up to you.

SCHOOLS/COMMERCIAL
Style and confidence mark the Commercial Garden
Escape as the embodiment of professional excellence.
Elegant architectural lines embrace a spacious, flexible
interior that can be adapted to suit all your needs, from
home to school and business. The environmentallyfriendly Commercial Escape combines top-class
modern ambience with classic quality, ensuring
workplace satisfaction every time.

Waiting Room, 02 - Millennium Dome, London

Rosary RC School, Hampstead, London

Dodford Primary School, Bromsgrove

Silkmore Primary School, Stafford

Call 0800 917 7726 to arrange a site visit and to see which Garden Escape is right for you.

The Honest Sausage, Barnet
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